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Student Court voids Queel1°i!1e~tiQP
Many Ji6lations' cfted

Ladies of Camelot
to appeal decision
The Ladies of Camelot are
appealing the Student Court
decision of having a new election, according to Maria
Cano, president of the Ladies
of Camelot.
The appeal wlll be made to
Dr. Gilberto de los Santos,
dean of students.
In the past all appeals went
to the vice president for student and university affairs. but
that position has been closed
and the Student Handbook is
being revised. De los Santos is
now the next in line to hear
the appeal.
In filing the appeal , Cano
said the ladies and Angie
Guajardo should not be pen a I ized because their
organization was acting at the
request of the election commission .
"If the Election commissioners had acted responsibly
and had shown up at their
designated times to work at
the polls, other people would
not have been asked to participate in the operation of the
oolls. which violated the Elec-

lion Code," Cano said. "As a
result, some members of the
Ladies of Camelot participated in manning the polls as
concerned PAU students, not
as members of the Ladies of
Camelot.
"Therefore. we feel the affliction and anguish Angie is
suffering as a result of the
above mentioned circumstances should be reconsid•
ered and the Student Court's
decision be altered as stated in
Section 15.01."
That section of the election
code by the Election Commission or representatives thereof, which affects all candidates
in a particular race negatively
will not alter the election
results." Cano says the Ladies
of Camelot "feel It is unjust to
punish an innocent candidate
for the errors committed by
the election commission."
"We hope to accomplish
what is just and keep Angie
Guajardo as the Bronco
Queen," Cano said "The
election has turned Into a big
mess."

School staru--Reglstratlon lines were not too long
this semester as many students used priority
registration. These students had to drop and add

classes.

Enrollment drops
Enrollment is down 9 per
cent through regular registration and one day of late registration.
, Enrollment stands at 8.340,
while the total stood at 9.151
last year at this same time
Enrollment only rose to 9,246
for the 1981 spring semester.
Projections for the spring
enrollment were a little over
9,000 students, acco rding to
David Zuniga, registrar.
"We don't know how many

more students we will pick up
with only two days remaining
in regular registration." Zuniga
said.
Zuniga says the unstable
economic situation combined
with the lack of financial aid
scare caused students to stay
away from school. He said
there is still financial aid
money available. but the rising
cost of living has forced many
students to work instead of attend classes.

Senate delays commission selection
The Student Senate did not
approve any election commissioners during their regular
meeting Tuesday.
The Senate rejected the
motion 13 1 because the
senators felt they must meet
all the commissioners before
they vote on them.
"I do not want to cast my
vote fo r anybody until I see
who I am voting for ." Belinda
Barbosa, senator for the
Sch o ol of Science and
Mathematics. said.
Major Richard Alk,nson,
representing ROTC, express-

ed that the ROTC would not
run their candidate. Judi L.
Brebner. in the re-election
because the organization felt
Angie Guajardo should remain queen or be the lone
candidate in the election He
said this election would be too
close to the Miss Pan American Queen election.
In addition. the Vete rans
organization said their candidates Nellie Gonzalez, and
The Tau Kappa Epsilon Fraternity said their candidate,
Neva Lou Asebedo. wo uld
no t run in the re-election
either

The remaining candidates
said they wo uld have to wail
and make their decisio n later,
while the Ladies of Camelot
said they were going to appeal
the Student Co urt decisio n in
calling for a new election
In o the r business. the
senate appro ved Mand o
Chapa as the new senator for
the School of Business There
remains o ne vacancy for
senator in the School of
Bu si n ess b eca u se both
senators tra nsferred at midsemester

Mercer named vice-president
The former deferred gift
t oordinator fo r Northwood
Institute of Houston has become the Pa n American's vice
• president for institutional advancement
T Edward Me rcer, who
had headed the new office
since Jan 1. is in c ha rge of
public miomv1tion. the alumni
association and development.
"I like coming here because
there is a challenge of creating
a developme nt program."
Mercer said. ·'This office requires mo re than fund raising
because the othe r portions of
this office are very important ..
In fund raisi ng. Me rcer says
the office will try to involve
alL mni, friends of the school,

corporations. scholars hips
foundations.
"The money will be fo r all
a reas of the university,"
Mercer said.
Me rcer says fund raising will
start locally. then go sta tewide and "go whe rever it is
needed"
"Then~ is no need not to go
international either." Mercer
said
He was also wo rker a t
Ma ry-Hardin-Baylor fo r 18
years. As the main fund,rais·
mg officer at that university.
Mercer obtained the largest
single cash gift and the largest
single deferred gift in the
school's history
A dehmed gift 15 a g,ft be
stowed while the donor is
alive. but actually rece1v<?d

The Student of the Month
committee will meet Jan 26
at 4 .30 p .m . to pick students
of the mo nth for December
and January.

TKE'S plan
.
mIXer

The Tau Kappa Epsilon are
sponsoring their first party
mixer tonight starting at eight
in the snack bar Admissio n is
$1 at the door and $ :i for all
favorite beverages.

r

The Student Court, citing
"We will go with the decinumerous violations of the sion of the court and we will
election code, has voided the
have the election as soon as
Bronco Queen election results possible." Fred Rodriguez.
and recommended the elec- PAUSA president said.
This is the first election,
tion commission be replaced.
The veterans organization since the April 12-13 spring
contested the elections citing election of 1976. that the stuviolations in the sections 4.05, dent court has ordered a new
8 .02, 8 .03, 8 .03 (A). 8 03 election. In that election.
(B) and 8 .03 (G) of the elec- charges stemmed from the
tion code.
distribution of plagiarized
Brenda Foley, president of campaign propaganda to the
the veterans organization,
defacing and destruction of it;
represented the group before from the allowance of a non•
the Student Court Dec. 14. In designated polling official to
her report to the committee.
man the voting machines to
Foley expressed the need for ' the proclamation of unfair and
another election because of constitutionally illegal act of
numerous violations.
covering up the campaign
The violations inlcuded posters of other political conother people besides elections tenders.
commissions. the Election
Rodriguez says an Advisory
Commission did not fulfill its Committee might meet to desupervisory responsibilities,
cide on the date of the elecpoll workers were not work- tion.
study students or did not at"The one thing about the
tend an election briefing, poU election is that the student
workers were picked from
constitution does work and it
campaign teams, poll workers can be enforced," Rodriguez
were deputized the day of the said . "This decision does not
election and a list of poll relate to any organization
workers was not compiled either"
seven days before the elec"The decision of what was
tion.
to be done about the Election
Election Commission or Commission was an invitable
Norma Gonzalez tried to ans- one, and therefore not hard to
wer all the charges before the decide upon," Garza said
Student Court went into deli- "However, the indirect bearberation.
ing of the decision rendered.
After more than one hour made ii extremely hard to deof discussion. Chief Justice J
cide upon I believe that Angie
R. Garza said the election did Guajardo. the candidate for
violate sections 4 05. 8 02.
the Ladies of Camelot, was in8 .03 (A) and 8.03 (Bl of the deed a victim of Justice and
election code; therefore. the
perhaps the only true victim of
student court ruled that a new the decision of this case The
election take place as soon as decision gives every candidate
possible in the spring semes- a chance once again "
ter He further recommended
In the election, 1,044 votes
that the current Election Com- were cast for the candidates
mission be replaced.
No decision was made on
"I'm very glad because what to do about the referenthese violations needed atten- dums which were also on the
tion." Foley sasid. "Justice ballot.
has bee n do ne."

The Owl- the Pussycat'

after the donor dies
"Gifts include property.
money. stocks, bonds. diamonds and gold." Mercer
said. "Everyone knows abo ut
asking for money. but deferred gifts are being stressed
now because people can
make large gifts ''
One of his first tasks is hiring
a public information director
He says he hopes tha t office
will be filled soon
Mercer liws in McAllen. he
and his wife Linda have two
children Bruce, 21. and Sandara. 23
"l really like 11 here because
1 lbve the Valley." Mercer
said "I feel very confortable
here because the u111verslty 1s
progressing

"You dirty rotten fink, you stupid fink . . . '1t seems Doris the prostitute,
played by Kitty Smither, Is not too happy with her peeping tom neighbor,
Felix Sherman (played by Kent Smither) when he has her thrown out of her
apartment. The Pan American University theatre's production of '1'he Owl
and the Pussycat," directed by Debbie Thomas opened Wednesday night
and runs through Saturday.
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Car pool
applications available
In an effort to save commuting students money, the
Student Association will continue the car pool plan this
semester, according to Fred
Rodriguez, president.
The plan was initially proposed in August of 1979 to
help students cope with the
energy crisis. Although gasoline prices are not rising as fast
this semester fuel is still the
major expense for commuters.
Rodriguez, who says he is
enthusiastic and hopeful of
students participation, mentioned some of the advantages the $4 car pool plan has
to offer.
"Students save money, gas,
car wear and time," he said.
"They will also like the reserved parklng."
"As an incentive, car-poolers will have daily access to

- -------------- -------------- -

reserved parking until 11
a·.m.," Rodriguez said.
This semester, 18 reserved
parking spaces will be available. Six spaces will be
available in the UC parking
lot, five in the LA parking lot,
five in the Education lot and
two spaces in the Droms parkIng lot, according to Traffic
and Security Chief Gregorlo
Salazar.
"If there is need for additional parking at either location, spaces will be provided,"
Rodriguez said.
All students interested in
signing up for this semester's
car pool need to go to the
University Center, Room 314,
as soon as possible.
For further information
contact Wally Trejo at UC
Room 314 or at 381-2517 or
at 383-4818 after 6:30 p.m.

--
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Letters to the Editor
To the Editor
Having read every Issue of
The Pan American for 12
years, I believe your Dec. 10
issue was the best all-'round
issue you have published.

Congratulations to your
staff for a job well done. Your
stories; columns, photos and
sports coverage aU are excellent. Of course there are

errors--no newspaper, like no
baseball team, is free from
errors--but it is obvious that
you are working hard and intelligently. Your bold front

pages have been good all
year.
Jim McKone
Sports Information Dlrec•
t~r

Ht WAS ABOUT TO K!Sh M
WHEN I ACC/{)£NTL'( ON.NE
R!

Faculty names officers
The Faculty Senate has vice chairperson; Clara
elected Dr. Charles Ellard, Buitenbos associate professor
associate professor of business of business administration,
administration, chairman
secretary; and Dr. Hubert
Other officers elected at the Miller, associate professor of
end of the fall semester are histroy, parlimentarian.
Dr. Patricia de la Fuente,
The next Senate meeting is
"'sslstant professor of English, Jan. 27.

ISC sets goals
The Inter-Service Council is
an organization dedicated to
the unity of service organizations. The council is striving to
establish a chain of communication between the organizations and the council and to
create a communication chain
among the organizations
themselves.
The ISC goals are
dedicated lo the following :
getting the service organizations Involved in community
activities, dealing with the problems encountered by the service organizations, setting the
standards that the service
organization should follow,
recruiting as many service
organizations as possible into
the Council, establishing a
strong relationship between

the University staff and the
ISC and most Importantly.
gettlng the student body involved in university activities.
An upcoming )SC activity is
selling T-shirts, mugs, and different items to promote PAU
during the Bronco's home
basketball games.
Since the ISC Is in the
rebuilding stage, with the student body's participation, support and patience the ISC
should prosper.
The '81-'82 officers this
year are Noe Hinojosa, president Thomas Gonzales, vicep resident Issy Palomin,
treasurer; Norma Estevis,
secretary Vicente Ochoa,
senator; and Juan M. Uresti,
and Dee Castillo, resource
persons_

AKPsi initiates 21
Alpha Kappa Psi, the professional business fraternity,
has named Victor M. Benavides as the outstanding AKPsi
pledge for the fall semester.
Benavides was honored at
the club's semi-annual uanquet held this fall at the Hilton
on South Padre in December.
Also the club initiated 21
new members at the banquet.
Initiates are Victor M.
Benavides, Pedro Cedillo Jr.,

Leticia Escobedo, Irma
Espinosa, Esmerala Flores,
Ella Harris, Servando Hinojosa, Laura Holman, Marga
Lopez, Alfredo Negrete,
Sylvia Nunez, Anna M. Porras. Thelma Rodriguez, Raymond Rowehl, Dora Rincones, Lilia Sandoval, Ricardo Saldivar, Dionicio Vecchio, Horacio Saenz Jr., Pam
Espinosa. and Sabino Sotelo.

IK's schedule smoker
The Intercollegiate Knights
National Honorary Service
Fraternity will have their Spring Smoker at the Ballroom
on Jan. 31 al 7:00 p.m.
A presentation of community and university projects
accomplished during spring
and fall will be given by the officers and members.
Refreshments will be served
and all interesred prospectives
will be introduced to fraternity
members and informed of
goals for the year 82.
The Intercollegiate Knights
service projects include providing help to community ser·
vice ,3gencv. giving parties to

Fall election draws publicity
The fall election has received quite a bit of publicity
because of numerous violations that were committed and
the student court made a tough decision In voiding the
entire election, but their decision was correct.
As a former Election Commissioner. this reporter was
quite upset al how many people manned the polls. This
reporter could not even find the election Commissioner at
the polls at certain limes of the day.
In addition, none of the polls were actually opened on
time, but the polls were always closed on time.
No matter what any candidate says, the students court
made the right decision in having all candidates re-run.
The court could have disqualified at least one of the candidates but the charges that were presented before them
were against the Election Commission.
Replacing the entire election commission forced the
election to be re-run. This reporter thinks that the election
commission cannot be replaced with the candidate being
left the queen.
When one makes a mistake, things have to be corrected and it is sad that one candidate has to pay for it.
However, the queen candidates were not the only
items on the ballot. Students also had the opportunity to
express their opinions on three referendums.
Although all the ballots were tabulated in the queen
election, the referendums were not tabulated.
This comes to the final point, should the refendums be
included In the repeated election?
They should not because the referendums were already voted on before and a third time would be a big
waste. The ballots should be tabulated as quickly as
possible--jusl as soon as the election commission is named.

University projects include

In the excitement of the contested election at the end of
last semester, The Pan American did not name the runnerups to Angie Guajardo in the Bronco queen election.
Marlinda Marroquin, representing Student National
Education Association (SNEA), was first runner-up. Blanca Herrera, representing CAMP, was second runner-up.
In the ceremony during halftime of the basketball
game, President Miguel Angel Nevarez crowned Guajardo queen.

THE PAN AMERICAN STAFF
Oscar Garza'
Editor

under privllege children during holidays, special olymplcs,
manning bucketbrigades for
charities.
helping PAU alumni association. official hosr for university
functions and promoting
school spirit.
Officers for '81-'82 are
Jorge Saenz. Honorable
Duke, Ruben Moreno, Noble
Earl: Richard Garcia, Worthy
Scribe, Noe Hinojosa.
Chancellor of the Exchequer.
Fidel Guzman. Viceroy.
Cosme Gomez Worthy
Recorder. Tomas Gonzalez,
Page Master.

Tackling an insurmountable task, the Polish leader accomplished the impossible with support from all workers.
Walesa and the Polish workers were asking for a
shorter work week, and they challenged the Polish
government by trying to form a union.
After several successful strikes, the government finally
recognized the solidarity union and gave the workers a
shorter work week.
Things seemed to be going well for the first union In
Poland: then the government stopped any further progress of the solidarity union by placing the entire nation
under martial law.
The once small solidarity union simple scared the Communist government which felt it has to take steps before
the union took over the country. The latter was quite
unlikely.
Walesa proved the union could work even when he
was arrested and held prisoner.
His following is large.
Walesa demonstrates the qualities of a true man of the
year because he has done so much for the Polish
workers.

Walesa named
Man of the Year'
Man of the Year . . someone who dominates the nahonaf headlines throughout the year .
someone who
accomplishes a ma1or task
. . Poland'.s Lech Walesa
named Man of the Year by Time magazine deserves the
honor because of what he has done for a\l the Polish
workers.
Walesa dared to change the Communist system by
establishing a solidarity union for the Polish workers
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Valley survives
surprise

New business heads announced

cold spell

Yes Virginia, it's finally cold
in the Valley.
Arctic air moved into the
area last week bringing lower
than expected temperatures
on Monday morning.
The forecast low was 38,but
temperatures dipped as low as
26 in some parts of the valley. The National Weather
·Bureau stated that the front
has a stronger northerly flow
than expected when it blew In
on Sunday.
The Midwest, Northeast
and the Sunbelt states experienced temperatures described as the coldest winter in
the 20th century. Florida had
a devastating freeze that cause
500 millon damage to the
citrus crop, according to
authorities.

"The demand for oranges
are up 20-25 percent and
40-45 percent for grapefruit
according to the lates FOB
report," said Whitlock.
Free on board refers to the
price paid for fruit to common
carriers.
Once Florida lites the 10
day embargo on its fruit,
Texas will wait and see about
the condition of the Florida
Fruit. "The demand for Texas
citrus Is good, so picking of
fruit will probably continue until May," said Whitlock.
The threat of freezes should
diminish after Feb. 15, he
said.
Nationwide the cold weather has taken its toll. killing 274
persons.

The School of Business Administration has named three
new department heads in conjunction with its re-organizational plan, according to Dr.
F. J. Brewerton, dean of the
School of Business.
The appointments and the
plan were approved by the
Board of Regents at their
regular January meeting.
New department heads are

Dr. Les Rydl, department of
management of marketing,
finance and general business;
and Dr. Ron Kettering, department of accounting and
economics.
Other appointments are Dr.
Vern Vincent, director of
graduate studies; Dr. James
Wilson, director of community
programs; and Dr. Carl Rush,
director of the bureau of
business research.

~,,·,
BARBER

Locally, the citrus industry
experienced little if any
damage according to Les
Whitlock, spokesman of
Texas Citrus Mutual.
"A small percentage of the
farmers are equippped to handle any freeze and some individual growers did have
smudgepots ready," Whitlock
said.
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With these new departmental arrangements, the division
of academic programs and thP
division of student services will
no longer exist. Advising and
related student service functions will be handled through ·
the separate departments,
while the academic programs
division is being split into the
three departments, according
to Brewerton.
The school needed to reorganize because it was a
"functional organization
where the divisions existed to
perform one function," he
said.
Progressive growth within
the school also prompted the

change in the programs,
which has been in effect since
the beginning of the school in

1965.
Brewerton said 30
per
cent of the students at PAU
are business majors.
"We do everything to accomodate accreditation efforts," he said. "We feel this
kind of arrangement will
enable us to achieve those
goals."
Brewerton also said the reorganization is not necessary
for fulfillment of a masters accreditation in the business program.

The idea started as a discus•
sion in the fall of 1980.
"We were different in
the university," he said. "Ail
the other schools were organized into departments."
A faculty search committee
worked in coming up with
qualificable candidates to fill
the positions. The committee
could nominated prospective
applicants or faculty members
could apply.
Applications were being accepted from the all semester
to Nov. 2, last year.
Although the re-organization has been approved by the
Board of Regents, it still has to
be approved by the Texas
State Coordinating Board.

STANLEY H. KAPLAN
For Over 40 Years The Standard of
Excellence In lest Preparation.

MCAT• DAT• LSAT

ORE • ORE PSYCH •ORE BIO • OMIT
PCIT • OCIT •VAT •MIT • SIT •ACT • CPI
TOEFL · MSKP · NAT'L MED BOARDS · VQE
ECFMG · FLEX · NAT'L DENTAL BOARDS
PODIATRY BOARDS • NURSING BOARDS

Whitlock said the vast majority of growers try and keep
their trees in healthy condition
through proper agricultural
practices because a sick tree is
more susceptible to damage.
The cold is n6t as likely to
damage a healthy tree.

Flexible Programs and Hours

Visit Any Center And See For

Educational Center

•

However, because of the
cold weather, the trees are in
a dormant growth stage.
In the long run, the Valley
farmers should prosper from
the freeze. Because of the
freeze in Florida, buyers are
turning to Texas for citrus.

Edinburg, Texas Page 3

• Gift
Wrapping
• Engravin&

• Jewelry
and Watch
Repairs

TEST PREPARATION
SPECIALISTS SINCE 1938
Centers in Major US Cities, Puerto Rico;
Toronto, Canada & Zurich, Switzerland

VISIT OUR McALLEN CENTER - ALL COURSES AVAILABLE
Classes scheduled for many courses
3600 N. 23rd, McAllen 78501
11617 N. Central, Dallas

631-2961
75243

MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE
WHILE YOU'RE
GOING TO
COLLEGE.
Give your local
Army Reserve unit a
weekend a month and
a couple of summers
during college, and
they'll give you over
$12,000 for college.
Up to $4,000 in college
aid 1s yours just for
joining most units.
Plus over $2,200 for
two summer training
periods. And another
$6,000 for serving a
weekend a month plus
two weeks a year. Interested? Call your local Army Reserve recruiter toll free at
McAllen 682-6141 Ask
for the college Recruiter Sgt. Tony Martinez
ARMY RESERVE.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Information about
Officer PrograJlls
Available

Sugar Road and Hwy. 107

r------------------------~-------------~:
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Buy 1 piece of chicken, fry and roll.
Pay 1 ¢ extra and receive an extra piece of chicken
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 4, 1982

:
I
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Our Name Says It All!
Open 24 hours

Open 7 days a week
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'Absence of Malice'

But the public has a right to know!
"Absence of Malice", delves into the relationship of a
journalist and her sources, her subject and the consequences that arise from the articles she writes.
Sally Field and Paul Newman star in this fast moving
complex drama depicting individual and societal rights.
When a union leader disappears and the local FBI
Strike Force has not solved the mystery after ten months
of investigation, the FBI decides to play dirty and try to
get any kind of information they can, regardless of who
gets hurt. They leak a story to the press knowing that the
reporter Megan Carter, (played by Sally Field) will keep
the source of her information a secret.
This, of course, proves to be the wrong move since
Michael Gallager (Paul Newman), the subject of the FBI
investigation, finds out about the investigation in the Morning newpaper along with the rest of the city.
When he tries to find out the source of Carter's story,
he comes to a brick wall and cannot get the information
out of her. The story then takes off on several tangents; all
tying into Gallager's investigation, and his relationship
with the reporter.
All in all, the one area that gets all the characters into
trouble is their allegiance to their work, with the exception
of Gallager, of course. This allegiance is so overpowering
that it clouds their sense of what right and what is just.
Thus, the conflicting responsibilities result in a collision
course causing death to an innocent person, a political

The question of power of the press and newspaper responsibility is the dilemma in Columbia Pictures's latest
release "Absence of Malice".

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS
January Special

Enchilada Plate $1. 98
2 Enchildas
with cheese
1320 N CLOSNER

onions, topped with

N HWY. 2111
E01NBUAG

chile con came,
rice & beans

78539
FrD. TIUFOIIA, AFS

For faster service call in order

PH. A.C. (512) 383-6822

m-ee,1

Edinburg 383-0725
Across from Pan Am.
Eat ilt El Palo
VALLEY WIDE
'2 locations/ McAllen. Mission
Harlingen & Browsnvilie

Auditions for the final production of the University
Theatre's '82 Spring season.
"Equus" will be held Jan.
26-27. Two audition times are
scheduled for each day, 3:30
p .m. and 7 ":Equus" will be
directed by Dr. Marion Monta.

•

•

GRADUATE
TO H ·I GHER
CHALLENGES
Browning-Ferris Industires, Inc. IBFI} is the largest waste service company in
North America. BFl's primary business is collecting, processing and disposing
of waste, as effectively and economically as possible. Additionally, BFI is involved in resource recovery and "waste to energy technology
We will be recruiting on campus for entry level Accounting graduates to joing
our aggressive, fast-paced organization in the following capacities:
Bi-lingual (Spanish) accountants for International positions
Entry level Internal Auditors (bi-lingual capability preferred)

If you are ready to graduate to higher challenges and wish to join a rapidly expanding Houston-based company

sign up in your placement office for an on-campus interview:

JANUARY 28, 1982
If you are unable to interview at this time, but are interested in an excellent career opportunity, please forward your resume, in complete
confidence to:

BROWNING-FERRIS INDUSTRIES
P. 0. BOX 3151

Houston, Texas

Newman, whose thirty year career in the business has
been illustrous, is convincing and "Absence of Malice" a
true vehicle of his overpowering talent. Newman has always been an American favorite and if his status on the
popularity polls has fallen, this work will assure the
movie-going public that although his appearances in major works may not be as frequent as they used to be, the
public can still count on a truly and totally undoubting
display of talent in the roles he portrays.
Field says her role as Megan Carter was interesting and
enjoyable primarily because her character is flawed and
not perfect.
That in itself makes the character more real and easier
to accept. Field also says she enjoyed working with
Newman because he is so professional and that quality is
so very significant in th~Jr field.

Auditions for 'Equus' scheduled

ACCOUNTING GRADS

•
•

career gone sour for an ambitious district attorney, the
end of a career of the over-zealous bureau investigator
and the loss of a profitable business for the innocent and
victim. Michael Gallagher.
"Absence of Malice" was filmed entirely on location in
Miami where the story is also set. The film was shot in
Miami restaurants, banks, bars, and government buildings
as well as in the offices of the Miami Herald that became
the Miami Standard, the newspaper that Sally Field worked for in the production.

77001

we are an equal opportunity employer m/ f

Anyone wishing to try out
for "Equus" may come with a
short scene prepared or read
cold. Copies of the script are
available at the local public
libraries. The Commurications Department Office,
located on the second floor of
Southwick Hall, also has
copies of the script which may
be borrowed by anyone who
leaves $3 deposit. All borowed copies must be returned
the day before the first tryout.
"I am casting early," said
Dr. Monta, "to give the actor
who plays the psychaitrist a
maximum of time to learn his
lines, as that part is very long
_and difficult. Actual rehersals

will not begin •mtil after
February 22, when 'Twelfth
Night' is over. The bulk of the
actors will not be called into
rehersal until the return from
spring break, after March 22.
In fact, some of the actors
won't have to rehearse until
the week preceding the open•
ing of the show, as there are a
number of small but excellent
parts available.
Monla went on to add,
"Since this is the semester
when a number of student
directed plays are being
scheduled, early casting of
'Equus' would be helpful for
the student director. Then
they can schedule their reher-

sals with the students so that
there is no conflict with the
major production."
A number of student productions will be scheduled in
the spring and will be available
for limited audience viewing.
These productions are projects of the directing class.
"Equus" will run April
14-17 in the Fine Aris
Auditorium with all evening
performances at 8 p.m. and a
Friday afternoon matinee at 2
p.m. "The Owl and the
Pussycat," performed by Kent
and Kitty Smithers, will run
Jan. 20-23 and "Twelfth
Night" will run Feb. 17-20.

The Pan American
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Financial aid disbursed
Feb. 8-9 -at UC lobby
All students re ceiving .
grants, loans and scholarships '
this semester can obtain the
balance of their money Feb.
8-9 from 8 a.m - 4 p.m. in
the University Center lobby.
.Students whose last names
begin with M-2 can get their
money on Feb. 8 and those
with A-Lon Feb. 9. Students
w'ho work full time during the

day and take only night
classes should come between
5:45 p.m. and 6:45 p.m. ,
Feb. 9, in the UC lobby.
1. Students must present a
form of identification, either a
driver's license or University
ID card with picture of students.
2. After signing appropriate
documents, a check slip will

• t•}Ons for week
AppI}Ca
in bus1·ness world due

For the fourth consecutive
year, Mobil Oil will select a
sophomore student to participate in its "Week in the
Business World" program.
Applications may be obtained at the Career Placement,
Testing and Cooperative
Education office and are due
by tom morrow.
PAU is among one of 30
minority colleges to participate. Participants will

spend a week in New York City learning the various career
opportunities in business, how
a large corporation functions,
learning of corporate educational requirements, employment procedures and interviewing techniques. The program runs from March 29April 3.
All finalists will be interviewed on campus by a Mobil Oil
representative.

WEHAVE
CLIFFS
NOTES

be issued
3. The check release slip is
then presented to the Busi•
ness Office cashiers (also in
UC lobby) who will release the
check to the students .
PAU-Brownsville students
can pick up the balance of
their grants, loans and
scholarships on Feb. 9-10 al
the admissions office. They
must sign a check release form
and can then receive their
checks at admissions.
Studentswhofailtopickup
their checks must come by the
Financial Aid Office, UC
Room 108 and sign the
necessary documentation.
Then, they go to Office
Building A to pick up their
h

Oliueira honored In Brownsvllle--The Pan American University Board of
Regents, administration and friends honored the memory of Dr. Arnulfo L.
Oliveira January 5 at a special ceremony held at the Brownsville campus administration building. Dr. Oliveira was the first president of PAUBrownsvllle and he died October 18, 1980. Shown here, left to right, as they
stand before a portrait of Dr. Oliveira are: David Oliveira; Mrs. Eloisa
Oliveira; Noe Q_llvelra and PAU-Edlnburg ~esldent Dr. Mike Nevarez.

"I thought Bud was IJ.f!tter,
but I've been
. ·· ·- ~
- ~~'- - ~-,
.-

proved wr0!13·
I chose Schlitz:'

I

\

~'t
i:

Guy D'Anna
Sworn Budweiser Drinker

Cliffs Notes answer your
questions about literature
as you study and review.
More than 200 titles
available for novels, plays
and poems - see our
Cliffs Notes display:

,· ,

-UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE
UNIVERSITY AT 4th STREET
PAN AMERICAN UNIVERSITY
EDINBURG, TX 78539

(. 'Ill>

... .
•"<·

"I thought I knew my
beer- I thought I'd
choose MIiier. But
I chose Schlitz:'

Everyone Needs A

GANG
FRIENDSHIP

·r:,.

One taste of Schlitz. can,-· • ··.f'tr t..i ·
change a lot of minds.
· · · · ...., ·
·
Recently. hundreds of )
•
I
loyal Budweiser and
Miller drinkers tasted
their beer and Schlitz
ide by side. _;

. ·J

i/j

Charles Walker
Sworn Miller Drinker

'Tm definitely surprised.
I thought for sure I'd
pick MIiier. But I picked
Schlitz:'
.
Mike Miller
Sworn Miller Drinker

,·

\!'\ _·_ .-

Before the taste tests,
all the participants signed
affidavits swearing they were loyal Budweiser
or Miller drinkers. But following the tests,
lots of those tasters were surprised. Because
after tasting their favorite beer and Schlitz in
unlabeled mugs. many found they preferred
Schlitz.

t

1

"I've been drinkin'
Budweiser for 25
years. But tonight I
opted for Schlitz:•
)::
·

,;, \ ~4~_. \

One person who
1A•Jl· \.. t
,,.
wasn't surprised is "t:: ·i'
1'1\P": ,
Frank Sellinger. "Some
·
·.:. · i UJ
'
people thought it was ~
'1 1~
risky to taste test my Schlitz on national TV.
But I was sure lots of people would pick
Schlitz over their beers.
"Three years ago I came to Schlitz to make
my best. And after 40 years as a master
brewer. I know this is it. Taste one glass. You may
like my Schlitz better than
your beer. too:·

Elliot Marcus
Sworn Budweiser
Drinker

LET US BE YOUR GANG!
• .• One taste of
Schlitz convinced
.·
them. "Schlitz has body,
it h~s flavor." said Budweiser drinker James
sed at
S~ager. "Ifs real quenching and real clean
Fran Sellinge
and very drinkable:· agreed Miller drinker
Chief Executiv
Mike Manely. Budweiser drinker Robert Davis Officer <2..f Sehl
summed up the feelings of many whe·n he
.__ _ _ _ _ _. ,
said. ''I'll have to stop by and pick up a
six-pack of Schlitz!"

~
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Broncs post a losing
2-10 holiday record
By Billy Cuellar
The Broncs are obviously the first round of play, in a
having their troubles· this tough double overtime loss
season after managing to only 67-69.
win two out of the ten games
Brian Kellybrew, a 6-foot-5
played during the holidays. guard, saved Lamar's then
This Saturday they will be unbeaten record when he
looking to improve their 4-11 sank a 20-foot jumper from
record when they play host to the top of the circle as time ran
Dallas Baptist.
out.
The two wins were against
In less than twenty-four
Texas Lutheran on Dec. 22 hours the Broncs were back
(73-69) and Arkansas State on the court and this time facon Jan. 2 (65-58). Tire ing off against Oklahoma. The
Broncs had previously lost to Broncs also lost that game by
Arkansas State in Arkansas on a score of 80-86.
Dec. 9 by a score of 57-71.
The Broncs started out the
During the All-College new year on the right foot with
Tournament played in Okla- a win over the Arkansas State
homa City on Dec. 26-29, the Indians but fell back into the
Broncs battled their long time losing column when the Mean
rivals the Lamar Cardinals, in Green Machine of North

SPOITTS
Texas State University visited
the Broncs on Jan. 4.
North Texas managed to
pull off a come from behind
win 83-87. With 6:02 minutes
to go in the game and the
Broncs leading by nine points,
75-66, Furmia Nealy of North
Texas went into the game and
scored all of his 13 points for
the win.
The Broncs have lost their
last three games against
Lamar (twice) and the Univer-

HECTOR'S BARBER
&UNISEX SHOP
1t4

proudly announces the association of

Carla Ruiz
from Austin, Texas
for your hair and
facial needs.

sity of Southwestern Louisiana.
If the Broncs don't win any
of their last ten remaining
games they will be recording
their worst record since the
1972-73 season when the
Broncs won 4 and lost 22.

(

Pan Am
vs.
Dallas Baptist
Saturday 7 :25

"

"

FREE

Mi. East of McColl Rd. on Freddy Gonzalez Dr.

Pregnancy Test
CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG
TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

SPECIALS OF THE MONTH:

:.~r.

SHORT HAIRCUTS
~-~i~-~- ~i:~.on1y~S.OO
FACE MASSAGES-~~~-~~~-~ .~?~~~. onty 56.00
REGULAR HAIRCUTS ....... ......... .... .s4.00
MANICURES.................... .·........ ss.OO
for Appointments Call Us At
383•9263
Or Just Walk In.

<.fho
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ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL

Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

Jump shot•-Cllnton Cobb, the team's leading rebound-

er, goes up for a jumper as he is guarded closely by a
Lamar Cardinal. The Cardinals beat the Broncs here Jan.
9. (61-54).

428-6242

nsWflr

toa~zza owrS
<:fraJOr

~

(•Pizza

(bor-~
BEER & WINE

Enjoy watching football on our wide Television screen.

,,

c..LUMIOOII Spodah:
Monday - Friday 11 A.M.-2 P.M.
TRY OUR NEW DEEP DISH PIZZA
302 ED CAREY DR., HARLINGEN

428 · 4933
3420 NORTH 10TH ST., McALLEN

687 · 1537

The Best Pizza In Town/ Honest.
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Javelinas beat
Lady Broncs

$250 prize

After posting their first two
wins of the season before the
holidays the Lady Broncs lost
a hard fought 72-68 game to
Tfxas A&I here Friday night.
The Lady Broncs registered
their two wins in San Antonio
against Our Lady of the Lake
on Dec. 8 (55-22) and Incarnate Word on Dec. (70-58) .
The Broncs began the new
year without the services of
Carmen Garcia who left Pan
American basketball because
she is engaged to be married
in February.
In her final performance
against Incarnate Word she
scored 17 points.
The Broncs were scheduled
to play two games here Saturday but due to financial
reasons Our Lady of the Lake
of San Antonio cancelled.

to be

awarded

\

The Javelinas posting a
13-7 record thus far · this
season beat the 2-17 Broncs
for the third time this season.

Pan American Student organizations will be able to
compete among themselves
for a special SPIRIT award
and a $250 prize be presented
at the conclusion of the
1981-82 Bronc Basketball
season.
The award, to be cosponsored by the PAU Student Government and the
Bronc Athletic Department, is
simply designed to encourage
student participation at
University sponsored events.

r
72-L

Loose ball--Lady Bronc
Carol Beene battles hard
against a Texas A&l player for
the loose ball. The Javelinas
defeated the Broncs here Friday n;ght

Points will be recorded for
each student group member
in attendance (one point) and
fellow PAU student who ls encouraged to attend (one
point). Student groups must
be identifiable by thei r
organizational T-shirts and
have PAU student ID cards.

News Flash

Scores will be tabulated between 7-8 p.m. at all home
basketball games by members
of the PAU student government, at a special table al the
EAST end of the fieldhouse.
All student groups (fraternities, clubs, sororities etc.)
are encouraged to participate.

Media teams to play
at basketball game
A basketball battle matching
the Valley's Print versus Electronic News Media teams will
precede the Bronc's home
game against Dallas Baptist
here Saturday night.
This media "spectacular"
will highlight some special
promotions before the Broncs'
final home game during
January. The Broncs will play
the main event at 7:25 p.m.
The news people will match
skills starting at 6 p.m. Saturday in the Field House. Ronnie Zamora, sports editor of
The Brownsville Herald, will
captain the Print people. Dave
Brown, sports director of
KRGV-TV in Weslaco, and
T.K. Benford, representing
KRIO Radio in McAllen, will
co-captain the Electronic
team.

Saturday also will be "Nike
Night" and the first 1,000
spectators will be given
bumperstickers saying ''Bronc
Excitement," printed by Nike,
the shoe company. Nike also
is giving away three athletic
bags to lucky fans.
For ticket information .
phone the Athletic Department, 381-2221.
Bronc basketball ticket
prices ar $3.50, reserved
seats; $2.50. general admission; $2, Senior Citizens (age
60 or over): $1.50. students
(except Pan Am students,
who get in free on their 1.0
card): $1:50, groups of 15 or
more; and 50 cents, for children 12 and under.

aJ-@,btrt

itmpnrium
Custom Designers of Shirts
Caps & Uniforms
Old English
in
7 Colors
Greek Letters
Group discounts
for
Fraternities
&
Sororities

l'hunc
('il21 7KJ -4244
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Gratz heads
elementary ed.
Dr. Elizabeth Gratz will be
the acting head of the departmen! of elementary education
in the School of Education.
Gratz, who has taught at
PAU since 1974, will be responsible for the general administrative duties such as curriculum, faculty and registralion.
.
Analyzing the curriculum in
terms of the new proposed
standards of elementary education is one of the plans
Gratz has for the department.
"I look forward to this experience," said Gratz. "I look
forward to gain alot and learn
alot from doing this type of
w~rk."

Before she became head of
the elementary department,
Gratz served as an assistant
professor in the secondary
area.
Before that, she taught at
various public schools in Pennsylvanla, Arizona, Iowa and
Texas in both the secondary
and elementary levels.
Gratz received her Doc!orate from the University of
Iowa, her masters degree
from the University of Houston, and her bachelors degree
from Shippensburg State College in Pennsylvania.
Gartz will be replacing Dr.
John Moore who has returned
to teaching full time.

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Thursday, January 21, 1982

Book referral combats high prices
To combat the inflationary
book prices at the bookstore,
student government has come
up with a new book referral
system.
The referral, which will
work differently from the book
swap held last semester, is
designed to help students who
need a book, but would like to
save money by buying it used.
Information regarding a certain book will be kept on file
by the student government.

When students call asking tor
a book, student gowrnment
will look through the file and
give the name and phone
number of the person who has
that book available. PAUSA
will then leave it up to the two
students to negotiate a price.
According to Fred Rodriguez, student government
president, the book swap will
not take place this semester
because financially ii was not
feasible.

"We do not have a big
enough budget," Rodriguez
said. "It's just not right at this
time."
"The referral, however, is
strictly a student service," said
Rodriguez.
Ten people from student
government will work in shifts
to man the service.
Students who are interested can either come by the student government office or
phone them at 381-2517.

When they do, they should
have the following information ready: name, phone
number, title of book and the
•
edition number.
Rodriguez urged student to
contact the office when they
sell a book so that they m~y
take their name off the file.
He also added that students
who participated in the book
swap last semester should
come by and pick up the
books that were not sold.

ABC Kiddie College
(Day Care Center)
at 1518 West Freddy Gonzalez Edinburg, Texas
Accepting Children Age 2 thru 5 yrs for Spring Semester
7:30 A.M. to 5:30 P.M. Mon. thru Fri.

Chicken Plates • Fish P f a
_t ~ s
Shrimp • French Fries •

· -·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

----wi~~;"p~~;~Jh~bu~~;--fnes you will receive a free
burrito with coupon.
RY 27 198

Hot lunches - 2 snacks daily
Breakfast available at an extra fee
Planned Classroom Activities
Call 383-8522

For More In Formation
Owners Pete & Francine Bond

MERICAN
Vol. XXX
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Court to hear
Ladies'appeal

......-,

Ramp work--C onstruction workers are completing the ramp work on the
women's dorms. The crew has already finished the ramp for the men's
dorms.

Art exhibition runs
through Jan. 31
An art exhibit of works by
students and faculty of the art
department is being shown
through Jan. 31 at La Casa de
Cultura. an art gallery in
Reynosa, Mexico.
The show is being held in
exchange for an exhibit held
here last semester by students
of La Taller de Pintura, an art

school in Reynosa. The event
is a result of efforts by the art
club, Visions.
"As far as we know, ifs the
first exchange between the
PAU art department and any
organization in Mexico.·•
Richard Hyslin, art department head, said.
La Casa de Culturas is

Health Services
adds doctor
To improve service. Student Health Services have added a second doctor.
Dr. Gilbert Guerra, general
practitioner from Edinburg,
will be working with Dr.
Theodore Gandy in providing
medical assistance to PAU
students
Guerra, who had been In limited pracllce for the last few
years. will be available on
Wednesdays and Thursdays
from 9 a m to 12 p m
"We are very happy to have
him with us," said Dora
Castillo health service coordinator. "We will now be able
to have a doctor on duty one
more dav than before."
Gandy. who had been the
attending physician since
1975, will be available on
Mondays and Tuesdays from
1 pm to 4 p,m.
Because Fridays are not

quite as busy. only the two
nurses will be available on that
day. according to Castillo
Guerra. who graduated
from PSJA high school, attended PAU when it was still
Edinburg Jr College.
"As a resident of Edinburg
for 42 years, I have seen
Pan Am go through many
changes.·· said Guerra. "I am
glad to be working there. I like
it fine ."
Guerra also attended the
University of Texas for one
year. and went on to graduate
from the University of Texas
Medical Branch at Galveston
'Tm looking forward to
continue working at the health
service." said Guerra, who
had already begun working "I
enioy 11 very much."
The student health service
1s open Monday through Fri
day from 8 am . to 4:30 pm
and 1s located in Emilia Hall

located east of Zaragoza
Square between the streets
Zaragoza and J. B. Chapa
Hyslin said that the exhibitors were pleased with the
exhibition area. He said they
are "good facilities" and the
work is displayed very nicely.
Hyslin said that he is excited
about the possibility of continuing this type of exchange.
He pointed out that because it
is so close Mexico. this university could take advantage of
that fact and show works by
Mexican artists here as well as·
have works by PAU artists
shown in Mexico.
At a reception Jan. 24 for
the current exhibit. Hyslin
spoke to Berta Garza Zamora,
director of La Casa de Cultura. about a major travelling
exhibit by contemporary Mexican artists which will be in circulating late next fall .
"There 1s a very good possibility that PAU would be able
to participate in that," Hyslin
said.
He said that besides Mexico
City and other large cities of
that country. the exh1b1t will
be shown in Austin. He says it
is ironic that the exhibit would
be shown m Austin and not at
this university which is much
closer geographically to Mexico
"We're excited about the
possibility of these types of
cooperative efforts." Hyslin
said

Enrollment drops 7 %
Enrollment has dropped 7
percent from last spring and
5.4 percent from the fall
semester
Enrollment stands at 8.550.
down from 9.247 last spring
The fall semester enrollment
was at 9.043
David Zuniga. registrar.
said that many qraduate

students did not enroll this
semester because admissions
requirements for them were
raised
··1t Just made 11 harder for
some graduate students to
enroll ... Zuniga said.
In addition. some of the
veterans lost their VA loans
because thev did not keep up

their grades Even though the
veterans may have lost their
benPf1ts. the students were not
~topped from enrolling
Zuniga said the unstable
economic situation combined
with the financial aid loss has
hurt enrollment Stl'dents are
being forced to work and can .
not attend classes

by Oscar Garza
Editor
Acting on a request from
the Dean of Students, the Student Court has re-opened the
case of the contested Bronco
Queen election and will hold
another hearing at 7 p .m.
Feb. 3, in UC Room 307307A.
The hearing is open to the
public.
Dean Gilberto de los Santos
made the request so the
Ladies of Camelot, who a
week ago had appealed the
court's earlier decision of
voiding the election results,
can present additional information .
In filing the appeal. Mary
Cano. president of the Ladies
of Camelot. said the Ladies of

Camelot and Angie Guajardo
should not be penalized because their organization was
acting at the request of the
Election Commission.
"If the Election Commlssion
had acted responsibly and had
shown up at their designated limes to work at the
polls, other people would not
have been asked to participate
in the operation of the polls,
which violated the Election
Code," Cano said. "As a result, some of the members of
the Ladies of Camelot participated in manning the polls
as concerned PAU students,
not as members of the Ladies
of Camelot."
The Ladies of Camelot are
basing their appeal on Section

15.01 of the Election Code. It
states that "a violation of the
election code by the Election
Commission or representatives thereof, which affects all
candidates in a particular race
negatively will not alter the
election results."
Tt-e Student Court recommended that an Jther election
be held because of numerous violations In the fall
election.
Violations In the Election
Code included sections 4.05.
8.02.8.03,8.03(A), 8.03(8 ).
and 8.03(G).
Chief Justice J .R. Garza
said he wants to hear the appeal as soon as possible.
De los Santos said that It is
"very Important that the students make this decision."

Senate names commissioners
The Student Senate has
named six commissioners in
their meeting Tuesday.
With a vote of 16-0, Denise
Sandoval, Vilma Zamora,
Pam Sanchez, Johnny Silva.

Beatrice Rodriguez and Marcie Borrego were appointed to
the Election Commission.
According to the student
government constitution, the
six can name an election com-

mission head and set the date
of the re-election.
In other business Alma
Flores was appointed School
of Business senator by a 16-0
vote.

Faculty names Gratz
Piper professor candidate
Dr. Jerre E. Gratz. School
of Business Administration
professor is the PAU representative for the 1982
Piper Professor Award, according to Clara Buatenbos.
associate professor--business
administration
Gratz's selection was the
responsibility of the faculty
senate who appointed
Richard Fulton to chair the
committee. The faculty
nominated other faculty
members that they felt were
worthy of the award The
three receiving 1he highest
number of nominations were

voted upon by the faculty
Dr. Dorothy S Schmidt
and Dr Kenneth Ray Bain
were also among the finalists.
Gratz's record includes 32

Dr. Jene E. Gratz

years of teaching experience.
editor of three national
pubhcataons, chairman of
committees and 29 published
articles in professional journals
are among has many accomplishments
Ten awards are given each
year along with a certificate of
merit and an honorarium.
Past recipients are LA
Youngman who has since
retired and Dr Gerald
Schaefer of the math department
The Minnie Piper Stevens
· Foundation sponsors the
award

PAU hires legal adviser
Beginning in February. J
Scott Chafin will serve as legal
adviser to the Board of Re
gents and the president
Chafin. who will serve as
the lic11son bl'tween the Uni
versatv and the attorney
general's office. will be on
campus full lame in the Ad
minastrahw Building
However . according to
Carol Rau5ch admmastrahve
;,ssastant to the president. it
ha~ not yet beer decided 1f
Chafin's services will be
availabl1> 10 students.
·The procedu~e h<:1s not
been e5tabhshed yet. .. said
Rau~ch
f-or now. Chafin's duties
will be that of assistant
sen, tarv to the Board of
Rey,mls. and lo provide l1>gal

advisement on all University
procedures
Chafin will also be respon~able for the policy and pro
edure manual
Chaim. who is currently the
assistant allorney for South
West Texas University in San

Marcos received his doctor of
Jur1sprudenc1> degree from the
University of Texas 1n Austin.
and a bachlelor of science
from Steven F Austin State
Un1vers1ty
"Chafin will definitely be an
asset " saad Rausch

What's inside
Furniture Bids Accepted
TAPS Reviewed
Ticket Quiz ......... .
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Editorials

Letters to the Editor

Citrus prices
expected to rise
Expect all citrus prices to rise sharply in the next few
months because of events the public cannot control.
Early in the summer the Mediterranean fruit fly was infesting the California fruit and the state did nothing to stop
the spread of the pesky fly . County by county. the Med fly
made its way from one citrus grove to another leaving its
mark. In the heartland of California, groves were left
devastated.
Both Florida and Texas refused to take the rich California citrus because of the Med fly. Each state wanted all the
California citrus sprayed, but the state refused to because
environmentalists said the chemicals were harmful Finally. spraying was started, but the once plentiful California
citrus crop was ruined.
The Med fly infestation left all citrus buyers looking at
Florida and Texas citrus, but Florida was soon to be hit by
a cold disaster.
Freezing temperatures, some as low as the teens, gripped Florida for two long, cold nights causing over 65 percent of the citrus crop to freeze. Florida citrus owners had
not witnessed a cold snap this bad in three years, but this
year it was much colder.
With remnants of icicles on oranges and grapefruits,
citrus buyers then focused on the Texas citrus industry.
California had quelled their Med fly problem. but much
of their valuable citrus had been lost. The Rio Grande
Valley looked to profit from the two disasters.
After surviving the hard cold spell, the Rio Grande
Valley was hit by the Mexican fruit fly. Valley citrus
growers were forced to fumigate all their fruit. This would
slow down the entire shipping process and the chemicals
would also cost money.
All three states have been hit with some type of unexpected happening which wlll force citrus prices to rise.
Consumers will feel ii in the pocketbook - again.

To the Editor,

In response to the Student
Court decision to void the
Bronco Queen election I
would like to express the
views of our organization.
First, we fully concur with
the action of the court. The infractions committed by the
Election Commission were of
such significance that their
decision was the only choice
possible.
However, there is serious

,

doubt that these infractions
unduly influenced the outcome of the election. We
should keep in mind that this
election was a contest among
nine individuals who thought
enough of their Univers·ty to
want to represent it as Homecoming Queen. Admittedly,
most of the candidates were
represented by student
organizations, some of whose
members, in their excitement,
might have unknowingly commited election violations.

In light of all that has
transpire·d we must ask ourselves if the winning candidate, Angle Guajardo,
deserves having her Bronco
Queen title taken away because of Election Commission
violations and run the risk of
losing that title in another election. Our response is an emphatic "NO".
Although another election
must be held we have asked
the other organizations who

sponsored a candidate to join
us and not enter this second
election. In this way Angie
Guajardo of the Ladies of
Camelot will be the only can•
didate .and will again be
crowned Bronco Queen. She
is a deserving of the title and
will represent our school well.
RJchard J. Atkinson
Maj., QM
Head, Military Science
Department

The Forum

Each semester we find that many of our students
searching periodical indexes for articles for research
papers become extremely frustrated and disappointed
when they discover that we do not have in our collection
certain periodicials listed in the indexes or abstracts.
You should be aware of the fact that there are some
63,000 periodicals currently being published throughout
the world. Because of budgetary reasons, this university
subscribes to only about 2,500 of them and has only been
subscribing to some of those for the past four or five years.
Even the largest universities in the United States do not
have complete runs on all the periodicals currently being
published.
If you use the "Reader's guide to Periodical Literature" or some of the other more popular indexes such as
the "Biological" and "Agricultural Index,'' the "Business
Periodicals Index," the "Education Index" or the "Social
Sciences Index" you will find that we have from 60 to 80
per cent of the articles indexed, but if you use some of the

1

more sophisticated indexes or abstracts such as the Social
Science Citation Index, the Index Medicus, Biological
Abstracts, Psychological Abstracts, etc., your chances of
finding the articles you need in this library are very, very
slim.
For those of you who are assigned a research paper
early in the semester (and have several weeks to work on
it) there is a solution to this problem. That is to utilize Interlibrary Loan lo get the articles you need . However,
you should give yourself a minimum of three weeks
when requesting a periodical article from another university.
So, for those of you who plan on using a great number
of periodical articles for your research paper(s). our best
advice is to START EARLY
Robert L. McDowell
Assistant Librarian for
Readers' Services
Ext. 2754

Oscar Garza
Editor

Airways remain safe
Over the past ten days, several airplane crashes have
left many to wonder is it safe to fly anymore?
Taking a look at the facts, one has to wonder what
went wrong in each plane crash.
The blame does not lie with the new air controllers. Recent figures from Washington did show that the airways
were the safest ever.
Poor weather conditions have to be considered for
some of the crashes because snow and sleet were either
on the runways or on the wing when the planes landed or
took off.
Airports should take responsibility in cancelling flights
when the weather is poor. Snow falling can be Just as
distracting as thick fog. It is hard to see in front of you with
either weather condition. People would rather see flights
cancelled than take the risk of losing their lives.
The major reason for the accidents Iles with the human
factor. During crucial times, the little things get left out
and one small error means life or death.
Airplane crashes seem to come in groups because for
several years there are no accidents and then over a one
or two month period, several crashes occur.
Because of the past accidents, the airports will be looked at closely and planes will be monitored; therefore, the
airways will become safe again . . . but only for a while.

Business heads named
Due to a type-setting error,
The Pan American incorrectly indentified the new
department heads · in the
School of Business.
They are Dr. Les Rydl,

department of management
and computer information :
Or. BUI Platzer, department of
marketing, finance and general business; and Dr. Ron
Kettering, department of accounting and economics.

UC open on weekends
The University Recreation
Center has extended its hours
and is now open on weekends
Students can now come by
th UC on weekends from 1
p.m. to 7 p .m. according to
Debbie Thomas, student activities coordinator.
Any PAU student and his
guests are welcome. However, for some games, a student I. D. card is needed.
Although the center extended hours last semester,
more dormitory students
seem to take advantage of it
than off-campus students do.
During the week, the UC is
open from 8 a .m . to 10 p .m
"We have a lot to offer,•·
Thomas said. "Just recently
we purchased seven new pool

tables and we are currently
working on getting more video games."
Right now. the center only
has three video games Astroids, The End and Inspector. Thomas said that the only
problem is working out the
legal procedures with the
video game company.
Besides pool tables, 32 new
music tapes ranging from
Spanish to country to rock
and classical were recently
purchased. These tapes can
be checked out, and listened
to on headphones on the third
floor.
Magazines are another item
the UC offers Twenty current
magazines such as Vogue,
People. Sports Illustrated and

Basketball Digest can be
checked out by students at the
center.

Other services included are
air-hockey, chess, ping pong.
foosball, and T.V
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'El Bronco~ works

toward final deadline

Although running behind
schedule, the yearbook staff
feels the El Bronco yearbook
will be out on time
"It's hard to tell, but I
believe we will be able to meet
our deadline," said Sandra
Barbosa, El Bronco editor.
To meet the final deadline
Feb. 1. the El Bronco staff
worked through the Christmas
holidays plus extra hours.
One reason for the delay is
a shortage of staff members.
According to Barbosa, there is
too much to cover and not
enough people.
"People have to doubleup
on things," said Barbosa.
Barbosa feels the reason for
the shortage of people Is because not enough students are
willing to devote the lime.
"Alot of hours are worked,"
she said
As for being behind, the
yearbook can extend their
deadline an extra week from
Feb. l, and still bP nn time in

May.
The yearbook, which wll
consist of six sections, is cur
rently behind in the Academics section
"We just need to sit down
and get everything done "
said Barbosa"
Although Barbosa was unwilling to discuss the theme for
the yearbook, she did say that
this year's yearbook promises
new things.
"We are using a different
style that hasn't been used,"
said Barbosa "I believe the
students will like it "
Barbosa said that hopefully
next year the teachers and
students of PAU will be more
cooperative In helping them
get the book out on lime by
helping identify pictures and
names.
"It's been a long year," she
said. "But I believe that the
new format will get the students interested in improvmg
the El Bronco publication "

Vole's Drive Inn
CHICKEN PLATE
ONLY $2.15
Includes 3 pieces of chicken, fries, bread ,
to matoes, onions, and Jalapenos
720 North Closner (Comer of 281 & Schunior) Edinburg, Texas
ORDERS TO GO WELCOMED
381-9623
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Furniture bids accepted
About $300,000 In equipment and furniture has already been ordered for the
new administrabon building,
according to Dr. Roy Flores,
vice-president for business
affairs.
The furniture. scheduled
to arrive at the time of completion of the Administration
Building this summer includes desks. chairs and fll.
ing systems.
"We think we have ordered furniture that is sufficient
for the current needs,"
Flores said
The bids, accepted at the
last Board of Regents
meeting, are $72. 784 from
Record Systems in San Antonio for office equipment,
and $216,496 26 from

Rockford Business in Austin
for furniture
The building, scheduled
to be completed the second
week of July, is ahead of
schedule and may be ready
as early as the first week of
June.
According to Flores, the
present administration building will be converted to a
computer facility. Plans are
already underway to purchase a computer to be installed in March.
The present computer
center. located in the
Business Building will be
moved to this location also.

Pool hours

faculty lounges.
Even before the new
building has been completed, renovation for the
computer center will begin in
the present administration
building.
Because the computer will
be physically placed In the
west side of building, the
registrar's and admissions office will be moved to the old
library so that completion of
converting the building to a
computer center will not be
delayed.

revis~d
The PAU pool Will now be
open from 4 p .m . to 6 p.m.
Monday through Thursday
and 1 p .m. to 4 p .m. Saturday and Sunday according to
Raul de los Santos, head
lifeguard.
PAU students need to present their ID which must be
current to be admitted Two
lifeguards will be on duty at all
times. Only one guest per ID
Is allowed.

The space vacated in the
Business Building will be
turned into classrooms and

Choose a pair of sandals from
our Bass Collection.

New arrival

of
8053

Sandals at

AK'V
Carnation Sale
B.A.,

Snack Bar

L.R.C.
ORDER FEB 1-11 , _
PICK-UP FEB 12 -

-

I _

12

a.m.
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Business
program
open
Juniors are urged to apply
for the Corporate Orientation
Program April 23-25 in
Houston.
"This is a first on this campus," Romulo Martinez director of career placement,
testing and cooperative education said.
Applications are for the
expense-paid program are
due by Feb. 10 at the placement office and two junior
students will be selected.
CORP is operated by College Placement Services Inc.
Junior level minority students
who plan to graduate in 1983,
will be selected from 15 colleges to participate in CORP.
The students should not
have participated in other
business Informational programs.
Junior students enrolled In
any academic major are eligible to apply for CORP provided they can demonstrate a
sincere interest in seeking a
career in the corporate
business world.
The CORP program will
cover interpersonal skills
needed in the corporate
world, proper business image,
corporate organization and
operation, adjusting from college lo career and the job
search process.
CPS will provide for air and
or ground travel costs to and
from Houston and will cover
all meal and lodging expenses.
,-.----------

Classified
Ads
Part-time work posting advertising materials for a nationwide
firm. Choose own hours, 2-10
weekly. No selling • pay based
upon amount distributed. Average earnings $6.50 per hour.
Other benefits. Independent
work, requires good communication, consistency. Contact: Jean
Swenson, 500-3rd Ave. W.,
Seattle, WA 98119 {206)
282-8111.
For Rent: EXTRA-LARGE Bedroom for I or 2 college students.
Only 5 blocks from PAU. Contact
Josephine Rios.
383-1796

FOR RENT: Unfurnished 4 bedroom, 2 1/2 bath home, with
A/C & Heat. Washer & dryer
available. Would like 4-6 girls to
rent at $125.00 mo. ea. , plus
elect. Owner's daughter will live
In. No deposit require located
Northside of McAllen. Call 6823191 between 2-4 p.m.-Mon.Frt. & 787-5399 on weekends.
COLLEGE REP WANTED to distribute "Stu:lent Rate" subscrtP,•
lion cards at this campus. Good
Income, no selling involved. Fo
Information al'd application write
to: CAMPUS SERVICE / TIME
INC., 4337 W. Indian School
"C", Phoenix, Az. 85031.
CREDIT PROBLEMS?-•
Get master card or Vlsa--No
etaOs; Send SADE to HOC, Box

280570; DaUas, Texas
(clip & save ad)

7522
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Participation in car pool
encouraged
reserved parking until 11
a,m.," Rodriguez said .
This semester, 18 reserved
parking spaces will be available. Six spaces will be
available In the UC parking
lot, five In the LA parking lot,
five in the Education lot and
two spaces in the Do rrns parking lot, according to Traffic
and Security Chief Gregorio
Salazar.
"If there Is need for additional parking at either location, spaces will be provided,''
Rodriguez said.

In an effort to save commuting students money,. the
Student Association will continue the car pool plan this
semester, according to Fred
Rodriguez, president.
The plan was initially proposed in August of 1979 to
help students cope with the
energy crisis. Although gasoline prices are not rising as fast
this semester, fuel is still the
major expense for commuters.
Rodriguez, who says he Is
enthusiastic and hopeful of
students participation, mentioned some of the advantages the $4 car pool plan has
to offer.
"Students save money, gas,
car wear and time," he said.
"They will also like the reserved parking."
"As an incentive, car-poolers will have daily access to

1

Cleaning up--Workers haYe beeen deaning the out.side of both the men's and
women's dorms.

History acquires center
The history department has
hired a new faculty member Jo
direct the newly-formed History Teaching Center.
Dr. Paul Travis arrived from
the University of Mississippi to
set up the center. which will
begin operating this summer.
He will also leach one section of American History.
The purpose of the center
Travis said, is "to provide instruction during the summer
for history and social studies
teachers and give them an intensive course of study in
history but more importantly
In alternative or non-traditional ways of teaching
history."
As an example, he said that
local history could be presented In the classroom. Students could be shown that
history is about people and
their personal lives.
Travis said that initially, participants will be teachers who
will be attending the eight-

week course for a re-evaluation of their teaching methods. He says he hopes the
scope of the center would
eventually grow to include
education students as well.
Before coming to Pan American, Travis taught at the
University of Mississippi where
he was director of a project for
the Center for the Study of
Southern Cultures. He talked
to loggers and sawmill workers who had been In the
limber industry for many
years.
The book, which resulted
about the industry In Pearl
River County of Mississippi,
will be published by the University Press of that state this
summer.
Besides Mississippi, Travis
has taught at Kansas, Oklahoma, Missouri and Arkansas. He received his bachelor's
and master's degrees from
Wichita State University and
his doctorate from the Univer-

sity of Oklahoma.
The Wichita, Kansas native
came to PAU because he was
impressed by the Institution
and the people of the area
when he attended a conference here in February 1980.
" I really felt the University
was trying to make an impact
on education in the area,"
Travis said, "and I wanted to
be a part of that."
Travis said he knew Dr.
Kenneth Bain of the history
department who encouraged
him to make the move.
"He gave me positive impressions of the faculty and
administration here," Travis
said . "Also I like the Gulf area
and I like the culture. Besides.
I was tired of shoveling snow··

All students interested in
signing up for this semester's
car pool need to go to the
University Center. Room 314,
as soon as possible.
For further information
contact Wally Trejo at UC
Room 314 or at 381-2517 or
at 383-4818 after 6:30 p.m.

IK's schedule smoker
The Intercollegiate Knights
National Honorary Service
Fraternity will have their Spring Smoker at the Ballroom
on Jan. 31 at 7:00 p.m.
A presentation of community and university projects
accomplished during spring
and fall will be given by the officers and members.
Refreshments will be served
and all interested prospectives
will be introduced to fraternity
members and informed of

goals for the year.
The Intercollegiate Knights
service projects include providing help to community service agency, giving parties to
under privilege children during holidays. special olymplcs,
manning bucketbrigades for
charities.
University projects include
helping PAU alumni associa•
tion, official host for university
functions and promoting
school spirit.

"Come Try Our Delicious Food"

Chicken Plates • Fish P l a, .t t ~ s
Shrimp • French Fries •

,. ·

Onion Rings
for your convenience
call orders to go 383-9093
319 East Cano, Edinburg

8:00 a.m. - 2:30 p.m.
Monday - Friday

~--w;~~:-i,~~~:~~~g~;--fries you will receive a free
burrito with couoon.
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 3, 1982

FREE

BREAKFAST:
Chorizo con huevo
Papas con huevo
Bisquits & sausage
Homemade Donuts
Hot Chocolate
Coffee

Pregnancy Test

LUNCH:
Hamburgers
Cheeseburgers
Ham & cheese
Picadillo tacos
Carne Guisada
Hot dogs
Fries
Cokes Ice tea
& Coffee'

CONFIDENTIAL COUNSELiNG

"Why walk across the street! "

TERMINATION OF PREGNANCY
BIRTH CONTROL INFORMATION

"Come by and say hi! to Vicki"

ALL CALLS CONFIDENTIAL
Ith a minimum of $1 for each In
rtion, payable In advance.
ring Ad Copy to The Pan Ame
n Emilia H11JI 100. Deadline I
rtday noon. To estimate cos
ount 30 letters and spaces to
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Treasure Hills Womens'
Center

428-6242

-------------------------COUPON

FREE SMALL COKE OR COFFEE
WITH $1.50 PURCHASE
OFFER EXPIRES FEBRUARY 5, 1982
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Honor :

Edinburg,

Cureton
holds
recital

1. a keen sense of right and wrong

by Ella de los Santos
There are many meanings
for the word honor. The
meanings which we as Americans hold to be true may differ
immensely from those of nonAmericans. Regardless of how
we define the word, we all
have a certain feeling that we
know is honor and we tend to
believe in it so strongly that
any major change Involving
our honor could be hard to
accept, disgusting, and yes,
fatalistic.
Americans have done
many things in the name of
honor--they have engaged in

civil war, they have fought
battles and lost men in 'police
actions'. and they have given
their lives for the honor of
defending a country and a
country's honor at a moment's
notice.
Across the country. this
type of honor and the feeling
we would all fight for is being
depicted in a very moving film
---"Taps".
The work is well done, the
acting is extremely impressive
and the story is developed to a
'T'
Although all Americans

Co-op jobs available
The Co-op office has a list of jobs available for the summer according to Sylvia Camacho, coordinator of the
cooperative education program.
Although it is still early some agencies have deadlines
for applications. All college students are eligible for the
positions. Some of the positions pay while other do not.
The following list of summer jobs are available. Students interested should come by the Co-op office, UC

107.
Summer Jobs
Federal Agencies

Washington. D.C. area

Diocese of West Texas • The
Episcopal Church

San Antonio. Texas

National Institutes of Health

Bethesda. Maryland

Texas Lions Camp for Cripple Children

Kerrville. Texas

Summer Management Intern Program
(for New ork City residents only)

New York

Camp Somerset

Oakland, Me.

The Student Conservation Asso.. Inc.
National Park Service
U.S Forest Service
Bureau of Land Management
Texas Instruments

Serveral locations
throughout the
Un,ted States

Locations in Texas.
Massachusetts, and
Tennessee

Bread for the World

New York,

Camp Cobbossee

Winthrop. Me.

Bell Laboratories

All locations in
New Jersey

Conoco, Inc.

Ponca City. Okla. orTeKas

Eastman Kodak Company

Several major cities In
the U.S. (Dallas. TX)

Lawrence Livermore Laboratories

Livermore. Cal.

Camp Cullen

tics who. though wary, will
follow for lack of a better road
to follow and, this goes without saying,-- for their honor.
And when the leader realizes
that he might have been just a
centimeter away from making
the wrong decision--the skeptic will be there to show the
commanding officer that his
motives and battle plans have
been justifiable and that the
men will follow regardless--the
skeptic is the reassuring factor.

And. along with the skeptics and the great leaders
come the glory-blind personalities who fail to separate
themselves from the weapons
they carry and therfore
choose to become as one with
their dangerous member-•
their rifle. These men are
usually the most courageous.
certainly the most heroic,
(they have no fear of killing)
and the most dangerous. This
is the stuff we could be all
made of. The glory-blind can
be the core of the unit. He can
be the entire backbone if need
be. He knows no doubt, asks
no question and will follow his
orders faultlessly. He holds
the men in ranks together with
his infinite immovable honor
and loyalty.
The men In ranks whether
they be 12 or 21 as captured

m ''TAPS" also play a very imThe principal cellist in the
portant part in this video PAU-Vallcy Symphony and
the Valley Chamber Orchesdefinition of honor. For not tra, Barbara Cuerton will be in
only are they the fighters, the recital tomorrow at 8 p .m . at
defenders. and led. they are the Fine Arts Complex Recital
reason as well.
Hall. Cuerton will be featured
in the Pan American UniversiTherefore. we see that we ty's Visittng Artist Series.
have all the elements of a
She is the instructor of cello
military both good and bad for and bass for the Edinburg
all are needed The cause Consolidated Independent
they fight for is indubitably. School Distrkt string program.
the oldest cause known--the
A native of Toledo, Ohio,
fight for their home.
she received a bachelor of
The idea of young men uar- music education degree from
ricading themselves in their Heidelberg College in Tiffin,
beloved military academy to Ohio, and a master of music
fight for their honor is one that degree in violoncello from
may seem farfetched yet deep Kent State University, Kent,
down. the audience can see Ohio.
Her teachers have lnlcuded
that the concept is not so difOliver
Edel of the University
ferent and thus the audience
of Michigan and Moshe Amican relate and identify with it.
And this is why 'Taps" is lay at Kent State University.
Cuerton has performed unsuch a success.
der the baton of Louis Lane in
the Akron Symphony OrchesThe story, theme, acting,
tra and Gerhardt Zimmerman
setting and the outcome are
in the Canton Symphony Orsimply relative to a small war;
chestra, Canton. Ohio.
and war is of course, someShe will be assisted in her
thing we have all experienced
recital by Dr. John Raimo and
in some manner together as a
William Buhidar. violinist
nation and as individuals. This
writer was satisfied and in a
GET AN
sense entertained by the perEDUCATION
formances of the individuals in
MONEY
this film as well as Impressed
CAN'T BUY.
by the presentation of the
story.
PLUS

$15,200 FOR

'Twelfth Night'begins rehearsal
The fourth production of
The grand lady of the
Pan American University "Twelfth Night" cast, Olivia,
Theatre's 81-82 season, will be played by Kimberly
" Twelfth
Night".
a Lewis . Her crafty and
Shakespearean comedy, will mischief-making maid Marla,
run Feb, 17-20.
will be played by Debbie
The play has entered reher- Thomas.
sal stage.
Doug Cummins. who previThe gentlemen and the
ously directed "Not By Bed ungent!emenly characters of
Alone," will also be directing "Twelfth Night." include the
this production.
Duke Orsino. played by Mark
While several members of Watson: Sir Toby Belch,
the "Twelfth Night" cast will played by Jack Strawn; and
be familiar to those who have Sir Andrew Aguecheek,
attended recent productions played by Lance Dupuis. The
at Pan American. Cummins overseer and •steward of Lady
has cast some new talent.
Olivia's household, Malvolio,
"After seeing Holly Zim- will be played by Rico
merman at auditions." Cum- Saldivar.
mln's, said "I felt that given
the opportunity to act Viola.
Another new talent. ai: the
she could surprise people with
what she could do with the way from Tennessee,
Josephus Burnside will play
role."

the role of Feste, everyone's
favorite fool. Javier Hurtado.
who was also in "Not By Bed
Alone," and "El Grande De
Coca Cola." will play Sebastian, Viola's twin brother.
For reservations, call the
Box Office at 381-3586.

ALMA'S
'His
-nHers'
422 112 E. University
Edinburg

383-9035

COLLEGE.
/om the Army o( two
years. Becau~c not only
is the Army one place
where you' ll mature m
a hurry, it's a great
place to get a lot of
money for collt:ge fast ,
too.

You sec, if you participate m thc Army's
college financial :1ss1staoce program, the
money you save for college is matched twofor-one hy the governmcni Then, if you
qualify, the Army will
.idd up to $8,000 on top
of that
That's $15, 200 in
iust two years. For
more informauon call
your college recruiter
682-61 41

ARMY.
BE ALL YOU CAN BE.
Ask abou1
Officer Programs

Trinity, Texas

, Chaparral Girl Scout Council

Albuquerque. NM

Pacific Missile Test Center
(intervlewin Feb. 2. 1982)

Point Mugu. Cal

a,_._.,,,_ _
.,i .....

may not deal in any kind of
personal interrelationship with
the Military or with any person
in the armed forces, the man
in uniform has always been
impressive and held to be
trusted, dutiful, courageous
and above all , defending
those unable to participate in
the action. George C. Scott,
who may be America's most
well-knowJ' military stereotyped actor plays the head of
the military school--the general. His words and beliefs are
what the students thrive on--especially Cadet-Major Moreland. The General provides
the reason for the cause, tradition Is not to be broken and
honor is to be upheld at all
times.
Such relationships hold true
in "Taps".
Timothy Hutton, who stars
in the lead as Cadet-Major
Moreland, ranking cadet
leader, truly personifies the
word commander. He Is without a doubt, the true meaning
of a leader come to life in this
work.
He has complete faith in
what he is doing. He gives his
men the perogative to abandon ship and whats more, he
understands that it is not
treason they commit, but a
lack of blind faith on their part.
Of course, no battle would
be complete without the skep-
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ABC Kiddie College
(Day Care Center)
at 1518 West Freddy tionzalez Edinburg, Texas
Accepting Children Age 2 thru 5 yrs for Spring Semester
7:30 A .M. to 5 :30 P.M . Mon. thru Fri.

(1•21-21,0

SAVE TIME!
lfave a prof•ulon■I do it!

TYPING
.Ruumu.
'The'sls

renn Papers

·--

Repons
Compositions
Btc.
RusoMble Prices

Hot lunches - 2 snacks daily
Breakfast available at an extra fee
Planned Classroom Activities

Call 383-8522
For More Information
Owners Pete & Francine Bond
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TV equipment being factory re-engineered
Television equipment that
was once thought unsalvageable is being factory re-engineered and should arrive at
the university by Feb. 15, according to Dr. Jack R. Stanley, assistant professor of
com:nunications.
Scheduled to arrive at the
university's television studio
are two $40.000 videotape
cameras, a switcher and other
audio and video accessories
that will make the studio com-

parable or better than any
other in this area, Stanley
said.
"We hope to be able to pull
this studio back together
again," Stanley said. "We've
taken this studio back to the
bare walls and started at the
very beginning."
Hurricane Allen was largely
responsible for much of the
equipment damage in August
1980. When the building's air
conditioning system shut off

BEGINNER OR ADVANCED Cost 1s about the same as a
semester 1n a U S college $2,989 Price includes 1e1 round
111p to Seville from New York. room. board. and 1u1t1on
complete Government grants and loans available for ehg1ble
students
Live w11h a Span,sh tam,Jy, anend classes lour hours a day,
four days a week . four months Earn 16 hrs of credll (equi
valenl 10 4 semesters 1augh1 in U S colleges over a two

due to power failure, temperatures within the studio rose
to about 90 degrees and humidity rose to 95 percent.
Equipment such as the cameras and switcher must be kept
at constant cool temperatures
to resist damage and to
operate at maximum efficiency.
Once completed. the studio
will be similar to that of a news
network with a permanent
news set capable of broad-

casting a 6 o'clock report.
Stanley said . Plays and television drama can also be performed within the studio.
Part of the master plan lo
rejuvenate the studio includes
building a new audio control
room complete with microphones. reel-to-reel, audio
cassette recorder and other
studio components.
According to Stanley. the
studio's entire wiring system is
being reconfigured and the

year ume spanl. Your Span,sh studies will be enhanced by
oppor1un111es not available ,n a U S classroom Standard
•led tests show our students' language skills supet1or 10
students complet,ng two year programs in U S
Hurry, it takes a lot of time to make all arrangements.
FALL SEMESTER • SEPT. 10-Oec. 22 SPRING SEMESTER
Feb. 1 • June 1 each year
FULLY ACCREDITED-A program of Tnn,ty Christian College.

department and communications students Mark Watson,
Paul Cantu and Kimberly
Lewis.

lighting system Is being im·
proved .
Steve Copold of Mission is
the consulting engineer for the
electrical work, with the work
being done by Stanley, Dr.
Jim Hawley and Tom Grabowski of the communications

"Once the studio is finished,
everybody is going to be astonished and totally pleased,"
Stanley said.

ISA planning trip
dues each semester.
JSA's past activities include
participation in the Carnival of
the Great Pumpkin, BroncOlympics, Pan American
Days, parties. picnics, banquets and cultural exhanges.

The International Student
Association has decided to
establish the tradition of one
yearly trip during spring break
and they will start planning the
trip today during activity
period in LA 115.
ISA is open to all students.
To become an active member.
an individual should regularly
attend meetings and pay $3

This semester's welcome party
will be in the Gym Monday
Feb. 1, from 3 p.m. to 6 p.m.

Biology, chemistry

SEMESTER IN SPAIN
2442 E. Collier S.E. Grand Rapids, Michigan 49506
(A Program of Trinity Christian College)

tutoring available

CALL TO LL FAE E

for full information 1-800-253-9008
(In Mich.• or ii toll tree line inoperative call 1-616-942-2903 or 942-2541 collect)

Tutoring is available to
students enrolled In biology or
chemistry 1401 and 1402 at
the Science Learning Center.
The center is located opposite the library entrance on
the ground floor of the LRC in
Room 101
Tutoring is available from 8
a. m. to 4 p.m. Students who
are major or minors in these
fields and who have demonstrated achievement and high
apthudes perform the tutoring.
Services include slide/tape
programs keyed to the textbooks in current use. Students
may check out these materials
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Classes now
forming for
spring exam Not to early to
begin preparation.

3600 N. 23rd · McAllen - 631-2961
1161 7 N. Central• Dallas, TX 75243
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and view them on projectors
at the center. Special review
sessions will be scheduled
before major exams.
Participation is on a voluntary basis: however. students
should arrange to come for
tutoring on a regular basis.
Data compiled by the center
indicates a higher success
level for students who are present at tutoring sessions on a
regular basis than for those
whose attendance is slow and
is timed primarily to coincide
with major exams.
The Science Learning Center is a component of the
Learning Assistance Center.
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HORTHCAO"

Coupon Good for 2 FREE Games!

~A:-s

Exclusive
yboy Boutique
1203 Chicago
McAllen

Optical Fashion
308 S. Broadway
McAllen
682·9435

260 South Texas
Weslaco
968-8863

I solder Gold frames & sell
The Best frames in the world.
TRY ME!!
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'--------------Mon.-Thurs.__________________ ..

Johnny Hinojosa
Owner
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Indians edge Broncs, 74-68
Little known Dallas Baptist
knocked off the struggling Pan
American Broncs Saturday
night 74-68 before 3,000
fans
The Indians stormed back
from a two point halftime
deficit to deal the Broncs their
12th loss in 16 games
Led by guard Larry 'Pork
Chop' Skinner, the hometeam overcame the pesky full
court trap by the Indians as
PAU broke out to several 6pomt, first-half leads. But, the
Broncs could never put away
the recent NAIA playoff team
Head Coach Bill White
constantly changed his line-up
ln order to find the right com-

binatlon on the court.
There was none.
The Broncs played most of
the game without standout
forward, Clinton Cobb, who
was hobbled with a leg injury.
Right before the half, the
Broncs turned ice cold allowing the Indians to slide back
into the contest at 35-33.
In the second half, the
Dallas visitors came out fired
up and grabbed their first lead
with 12 minutes left in regula•
tion play The next few mi
nutes saw the lead change
hands several times before
Dallas Baptist took the lead for
good with only six minutes remaining. Lance Tomlinson
led the way with 13 points

Executing the give and go,
beautifully combined with the
stingy full-court press, the Indians kept the Broncs reeling.
As the Indians gamed control of the game in the second
half. White sat on the bench
with his legs crossed looking
quite upset
White looked perplexed as
the Broncs moved out of contention Dallas Baptist built
their lead to a commanding 9
points with 3 minutes remaining, and finally Broncs finally
woke up
PAU tried to scramble back,
l,ut they could not catch the
streaking Indians as Dallas

Baptist added two late two
pointers to seal the win.
Robert Kirby led PAU in
scoring with 17 points. The
Broncs remain in action a~
they play a tough game in
Hattiesburg, Southern Mis
s1ss1pp1. On Saturday, New
Orleans hosts the Broncs in
New Orleans.
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1.

Which team did the Pan Am Broncs pldy three times this basketball season?i(

2.

Who leads the Broncs in rebounding this year?

..

3

Name the three Bronc basketball coaches.

..

4

In what city did four Bronc basketball players attend high school?

5.

In which state did the Broncs play three road games In December?

..

6.

Name the last NCAA national champion which the Broncs beat In basketball?

..

7.

Who won the NCAA nation;,,! scoring championship at Pan Am?

..

8.

What will be the grand prize for the 'Valley Superstar" free-throw champion
when the Br:cs end their home season in Edinburg Feb. 23?

..

9.

Which opponent attracted the all-time record crowd to the PAU Field House?
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10.

i(

Who won his 200th gam'! this season?

Athletic dept. sponsors quiz contest

The Bron.: Athletic Department is sponsoring an oncampus contest for Pan Am
students only.
The contest Is a 10 question
quiz about the Bronc Basketball team Contestants should
answer the questions clip out
the entry blank and drop It off
eithe r at student publication or
the Athletic office. Deadline
for entries Is Feb. 3.
Entries answering all questions correctly will be placed In
a special drawing from which

two winners will be chosen
The prize for each winner will
be two game tickets for the
San Antonio Spurs
Winners will be chosen dur·
ing half-time at the Pan Am
Southwestern Louisiana
Basketball game
The Spurs tickets will be for
their game with the San Diego
Clippers Feb 20 (Saturday)
Any questions should be referred to Carl Downing in the
athletic department, 3812231

WHITE FLOUR

PATOS

Enchilada Plate $1 98

2 Enchiladas
with cheese
onions, topped with
chile con came,
rice & beans
For faster service call in order
Edinburg 383-0725

• Jewelry

and Witch
Repairs

Gymnastics team wins meet
After sweeping to their sixth
dual-meet gymnastics victory
this academic year, the women's gymnastics team from
Pan American University will
enter a four-way meet this Fri •
day and Saturday at Southwest Texas State University m
San Marcos
"We're very pleased with
the way our girls have per
formed." said coach Jeanette
Hawkins. after they won twice
at Tarleton State University m
Stephenville last week The
scores were 86. 15 to 84 75.
and 87 06 to 83 ,50
Janie Moran led the Lady
Broncs. scoring two firsts and
four st onds m the two meets
at Stephenville Maureen Clif-

ford, Minnie Lazo Julie Smalling and Wendy Sudbrink each
added a first Cindy Contreras
scored a second and two
thirds. Lazo earned the team's
only second place besides the
four by Moran and the one by

Contreras
At San Marcos the Lady
Broncs will compete against
Texas Chrishan Tarleton
State and host Southwest
Texas State. The Lady Broncs
are now 6-0 this season

,teanCteeJt

Power

MAKE $12,200
FOR COLLEGE
WHILE YOU'RE
GOI NG TO
CO LLEGE.

January Special

•Gift
Wr1ppi111
• Enpavina

Up for two--8111 Moser (44 )
follows up a m issed shot
as forward Clinton Cobb
(50) positions himself for
the rebound. The Broncs
play Southern Mississippi
tomorrow and New Orleans Saturdu;,• night

i(

BRONC BASK ETBALL QUIZ

SPORTS

Across from Pan Am.
Eat at El Pato
VALLEY WIDE
2 locations, McAllen Mt~ion
Harhnqen & Browsnv1lle

Give your local
Army Re~crvc unit a
weekend a month and
a couple ot ~ummcrs
durmg colkgc and
they' I! give you over
$12,000 tor i:ollege.
Up to S4,0<Xl m college
aid ,~ your\ iust tor
1010mg mu,t units
Plus over $2,200 for
two summer training
pcnods. And another
S6,000 for ~crvmg a
weekend a month plus
two week~ a year Interested! Call your local Army Reserve recruiter toll free at
McAllen 682 6141 Ask
for the college Recruiter Sgt. Tony Martinez
ARMY RESERVEBE ALL YOU CAN BE.

lnformauon about
Officer Programs
Available

Mickey's
Malt liquor
hen iust a beer isn't enough

.

TEXAS BEERS, INC
Distributors

of

J o s. S c h 1i t z P r o d u c t s ·

INTRODUCES OUR CAMPUS REPRESENTATIVES

FRED RODRIGUEZ

JIM CARLSON

Fred and Jim are now on campus to assist you in
planning your parties and special events. Feel free to
call them anytime and get details about the new
Schiltz programs available to groups on the PAU
Campus.

SCHLITZ
MALT LIQUOR

0l<l
rMilwaukee

ERLANGER

BEER

BEER

TEXAS BEERS, INCORPORATED, 505 EAST HIGHWAY 83, PHARR, TEXAS
787-9541
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